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A selection from another collection of 
Alderson Pewter



Note 1:  Touchmarks and date verification N.1

Alderson touchmarks are known to have been used well after the 
originator had died, especially in the case of the widow of John Alderson 
and sons George and Thomas Alderson who continued the businesses.
After the death of Sir George Alderson, Thomas Alderson continued in 
the business and even though bankrupt in 1832 and died in France in 
1852, he kept an interest in the business of George Douglas Alderson & 
Co until that time.

Piece 1
Pint by George or Thomas Alderson c1824-26
Imperial capacity truncated-cone pint with a “cranked handle”.  The City of Westminster  
portcullis mark is on the body as well as three lions passant over a crowned WR mark 
with I*A in base. 
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Piece 2
Pint by George or Thomas Alderson c1824-26
Bulbous pint measure of Imperial capacity that has been attributed to the Alderson family 
due to the three lions passant that have been stamped in a triangle with three C’s under 
the base – this grouping not identified.  There are no other marks to link this to the 
Aldersons.  The City of Westminster portcullis 1826 mark is stamped on the rim.
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Piece 3
Quart by George or Thomas Alderson c1826-30 N.1

“U and fillet” side-spouted quart of Imperial capacity which has the circular mark of Sir 
George Alderson inside the base.  It has ownership initials ‘HW’ inscribed in cursive, 
with flecking, on the front of the body.  Three lion passant marks are to the left of the 
handle. Also stamped QUART and 8.
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Piece 4
Quart by John Alderson c1780-1800
A truncated-cone quart with a tongued handle thumb-rest.  This piece has the mark I*A in 
the base that is attributed to John Alderson.  The front of the body is inscribed “G Scott, 
Maid of Mecklenberg, New James Street  Oxford Street” within a wriggled circular 
border which indicates the piece was made in the late 18th C.  A rubbed crowned WR is 
evident to the left of the handle.  The top of the thumb-rest is marked ‘S’ over ‘GM’ for 
ownership, probably Scott; initials for christian names.  The piece has been highly 
polished which indicates that it has been ‘dipped and stripped’ during its lifetime.
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Piece 5
Half Pint by Sir George or Thomas Alderson c1826-30 N.1

A delightful lidded side-spouted � pint “U and fillet” which has the circular mark of Sir 
George Alderson in the base. The handle is the typical “scroll” style used by the 
Aldersons on “U and fillet” pieces, having the spur near the thumb-rest and a “ballerina-
toe” finial. The lid is an open-chairback thumb-piece with a double-dome, typical of the 
period c1780’s to 1830’s. There are three lions passant 
struck on the body to the left side of the handle. Made of Imperial capacity.
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Piece 6
Pint by Alderson c1824-25 N.1

A truncated-cone pint that has the I*A mark of John Alderson in the base, secondary 
marks being three lions passsant struck on the body to the left of the handle.  There is 
also a rubbed crowned WR mark.
These marks indicate it was made before Imperial standard was introduced in 1826.
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Piece 7
Half Pint Pair of Beakers by Thomas Alderson c1830
Both have four lions passant within rectangular borders struck on the bodies near the rim.  
It is unusual to see four lions struck on such a small capacity item and the rectangular 
body varies from the usual wavy edged border. No other markings.

Piece 8
Half Pint Beaker by Thomas Alderson or George Douglas Alderson c1830-40s N.1

A “bucket and ridge” � pint beaker that is stamped with three lions passant, being 
secondary marks used by the Aldersons. It is stamped  � pint  and the body has 
ownership initials inscribed ‘JBT’ with flecking and a Middlesex County mark.
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Piece 9
Lidded Tobacco Container by Sir George Alderson prior to 1836 N.1

A well worn circular mark of Sir George Alderson stamped inside, no other markings.  
Good condition.

Piece 10
Bulbous Salt by Sir George Alderson prior to 1836 N.1

Well worn circular mark of Sir George Alderson stamped inside.
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Piece 11 
Balsalm Inhaler by Sir George Alderson prior to 1836 N.1

Has a wooden handle and a well worn circular mark of Sir George Alderson stamped 
inside.

Piece 12
George IV Coronation Plate by Thomas Alderson 1821
Very fine condition and rare.  Distinct bouge marks and clear Thomas Alderson 
touchmark though double struck.  Also ‘London Superfine’

See page 10 for illustrations
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Piece 13
Wavy Edged Plate with beaded edge c1790
Interesting piece with “Protheroe family crest” stamped on face.  Reverse shows two 
clear X’s with only two letters visible, “er”, of a possible or fudged strike mark.  The 
plate is devoid of tapping marks and appears moulded, is light in weight compared with 
other pewter pieces.. Width 9 inches.  Sold as an Alderson piece but quite doubtful.
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Piece 14
Warming Plate by John Alderson c 1770-1800 N.1

Touchmarks - “Carnaby Street London”, “John Alderson”.
Also stamped “Superfine” and has a Crown with X underneath.


